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Abstract. Recent trends in formal models of web services description languages
and session types focus on the asynchronicity of communications. In this paper,
we study a core of these models that arose from our modelling of the Sing# pro-
gramming language, and demonstrate correspondences between Sing# contracts,
asynchronous session behaviors, and the subclass of communicating automata
with two participants that satisfy the half-duplex property. This correspondence
better explains the criteria proposed by Stengel and Bultan for Sing# contracts
to be reliable, and possibly indicate useful criteria for the design of WSDL. We
moreover establish a polynomial-time complexity for the analysis of communi-
cation contracts under arbitrary models of asynchronicity, and we investigate the
model-checking problems against LTL formulas.

Introduction

Communication contracts are becoming commonplace in several information systems,
like languages for web services (WSDL, abstract WS-BPEL, WSCL, or WSCI) and pro-
gramming languages (like Sing# [12] or Axum). Theoretical foundations of communica-
tion contracts are often based on bi-partite [16,22] or multi-partite session types, with a
recent trend on the asynchronicity of communications [17]. In a previous work [24], we
modelled the Sing# programming language, which also features asynchronous commu-
nication contracts preventing communication errors, and proposed a formal definition
of Sing# contracts that was independently discovered by Stengel and Bultan [21]. This
definition is remarkably close to the one of session behaviors [3], a first-order fragment
of session types.

The primary goal of session types is to ensure type-safety, e.g. that communications
over a typed channel follow the scenario of their type at runtime. Type safety then pos-
sibly ensures other safety properties, most notably reception-safety, i.e. the guarantee
that the received messages are always of one of the expected formats, but also buffer
boundedness, absence of message orphans, etc. However, type-safe programs may go
wrong under some situations. Indeed, a program may be successfully checked against a
contract, and yet not be reception-safe, if the contract features either non determinism,
or mixed choice. In these situations, the server and the client may follow different paths
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on the contract and its dual, in which case the contract might not faithfully reflect the
possible head message of the incoming queues. Such bugs occurred in two contracts
of the original release of Singularity [21]. The reason for this problem is that reception
safety is not an intrinsic property of the syntax of the contract, but rather of the set Post∗

of reachable configurations. A formal link between the properties ensured on Post∗ and
the properties of programs that follow C can be established [23], remarkably without
imposing syntactic constraints on contracts or a particular communication model like
FIFO. More precisely, Villard showed [23] that the boundedness of the size of the chan-
nel, the reception safety, or the absence of message orphans on Post∗ directly translate
into the same properties for programs (whereas deadlocks and memory leaks require
extra hypotheses).

Determinism and choice uniformity are quite standard conditions on sessions, but
their intrinsic relation to FIFO communications is not fully acknowledged. Consider
the contract C := ?pin ; !ack ; (!ok ⊕ !err ); C implemented by a server S: initially, S
should wait for a pin on its input buffer, send an acknowledgement on its output buffer,
and then check the pin and send either an authorisation or a denial to proceed. This
server can be composed with any client that follows the dual specification C, where
sending becomes receiving and vice-versa. Assume now that the communications are
not perfect FIFO, and suffer from stuttering errors. Then, even for a type-safe program,
it is possible that the ack message could be received twice, thus breaking reception-
safety even for a contract-abiding client.

This observation raises the question whether communication contracts can be made
reliable if asynchronocity is not FIFO, say for instance out-of-order, or with stuttering
errors, as it is quite common in the world-wide web network. Answering this question
requires first to precise what is meant by reliable. The literature on session types and
contracts [16,17,21,5] basically gives two kinds of answers:

– the instrumental point of view: a contract is reliable if it guarantees that the pro-
grams it types are well-behaved,

– the multiparty and message sequence chart point of view: a contract is reliable if
it is realisable, or inhabited, i.e. if there exists a program whose conversation is
exactly the one described by the contract.

These two kinds of answers actually spawned a multiplicity of notions of “reliable” con-
tracts, obtained by adopting several notions of “well-behaved” programs [3,19,23,24,12]
different notions of “conversations” [8,17,21] and considering different communication
models. This multiplicity of answers suggests that there is no robust notion of reli-
able contracts that would be meaningful for all kinds of properties and for all kinds of
asynchronicity. Moreover, each proposal justifies the determinacy and uniform choice
conditions as sufficient conditions for contracts being reliable, and while they usually
suggest that these conditions might be relaxed, they do not show how to do it effectively.

The issue of effectively recognising whether a contract is reliable is however cru-
cial. Contracts are naturally modelled as communicating automata, which in the FIFO
case are Turing powerful even for only one communication buffer [7]. Under other
asynchronous semantics, such dialogue systems are often no longer Turing powerful,
but still exhibit a very high complexity for reachability questions, making them diffi-
cult to analyse in practise. Channel contracts, on the other hand, can be thought of as a
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restricted form of such dialogues where each machine is the dual of the other. One could
think that this restriction alone makes them easier to analyse but, as we show in this pa-
per, dualised dialogues retain their Turing power from general FIFO dialogue systems,
and their high complexity from other asynchronous semantics. In fact, we show that
the complexity remains the same even if contracts enjoy one (but not both) of the two
syntactic restrictions mentioned before (determinism and uniform choice).

In this paper, we propose to define reliable contracts as those that are half-duplex, i.e.
those where the two communication buffers are never used simultaneously, similarly to
walkie-talkie conversations. Cécé and Finkel first introduced this notion in the context
of FIFO communications and showed that such communications enjoy a remarkable
simplicity: the set of reachable configurations is regular, and their semantics is closely
related to the synchronous semantics [9]. Although this does not scale to non-FIFO com-
munications, we show that the polynomial-time complexity of the verification problems
scales to a large class of communication models, including out-of-order, lossy and stut-
tering communications. Adopting the half-duplex property as a definition of reliable
contracts has several advantages; first, it clarifies the determinacy and uniform choice
conditions on contracts: these conditions are tight with respect to the half-duplex prop-
erty. In comparison, other notions of reliable contracts suggest that these properties may
be relaxed but, as we show in this paper, this quickly leads to undecidability. Second, it
permits to effectively ensure a flexible notion of “well-behaved” programs that may or
may not take into account unspecified receptions, orphan messages, boundedness, and
any regular safety property that might be of interest. Indeed, once one has shown that a
particular contract is half-duplex, these questions become efficiently decidable. Third, it
does not rely on each of the two parties being the “dual” of the other, and thus avoids in-
troducing a notion of subtyping in the situations where the two parties are typed against
non-dual contracts.

Our contributions are the following:

1. We show that previous foundations of contracts neither convincingly explain the
determinacy and polarisation conditions, nor do they provide arguments for making
the analysis of contract communications effective.

2. We show that the half-duplex property is polynomial-time and that, for half-duplex
systems, boundedness, absence of unspecified receptions and message orphans can
be solved in polynomial time.

3. We investigate the LTL model-checking problem over traces of either configura-
tions or actions, and show that the former is undecidable, even for half-duplex con-
tract communications with safe receptions, whereas the latter is decidable.

In the first section, we introduce our model of asynchronous dialogues. The second
section is dedicated to defining contracts and examining previous attempts at providing
foundations for them. The third section is about half-duplex communications, and we
establish the polynomial-time complexity of several problems. In the last section, we
consider the model-checking problem for contracts and half-duplex dialogues against
linear-time temporal logic.
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1 Asynchronous Dialogues

Given a finite set Σ, we write Σ∗ for the set of words over alphabet Σ, ranged over
by w, w′; we write w.w′ for the concatenation of w and w′, and ε for the empty word.
The commutative (or Parikh) image of a word w is the set of words w′ equal to w up to
commuting letters. The semi-linear subsets S of NΣ are the finite unions of sets of the
form N−→a1 + · · ·+N−→an+−→b , and correspond to the commutative images of regular lan-
guages. When we talk about a representation of a regular (resp. semi-linear) language,
we mean a non-deterministic finite automaton (resp. a base-period decomposition). The
class of decision problems P (resp. NP) is the one of problems that can be decided
in polynomial time in the size of the input by a deterministic (resp. non-deterministic)
Turing machine. A decision problem is primitive recursive if it can be decided in time
O(f(n)) for some primitive recursive function f . We write � to denote an element of
{!, ?}. For a subset S of an ordered set (S,�), we write ↓S and ↑S for respectively the
downward {s′ : ∃s ∈ S, s � s′} and upward {s′ : ∃s ∈ S, s′ � s} closures of S. We
assume a fixed alphabet Σ, whose size is a parameter in all the complexity results.

Communicator. A communicator is a non-deterministic finite state automaton over an
alphabet of the form {!, ?} ×Σ.

Definition 1 (Communicator). A communicator is a tupleM=(Q,Σ,Δ, q̇, F ) where:

– Q is a finite set of states;
– Σ is a finite set of messages (or letters);
– Δ ⊆ Q× ({!, ?} ×Σ)×Q is a finite set of transitions;
– q̇ ∈ Q is called the initial state;
– F ⊆ Q is called the set of final states.

We range over Q with q, q′, . . . , and over Σ with a, b, . . . Elements of the set ActΣ :=
{!, ?} × Σ are called actions, ranged over by λ, λ′, . . . , and we write pol(λ) ∈ {!, ?}
for their first projection (their polarity). As usual, we write q

λ−→M q′ if (q, λ, q′) ∈ Δ
(the subscript can be omitted). LetM = (Q,Σ,Δ, q̇, F ) be a fixed communicator. A

state q ofM is terminal if there is no (λ, q′) ∈ ({!, ?} × Σ)× Q such that q
λ−→ q′. A

(non-empty) path inM is a finite sequence of states q0, . . . , qn+1 such that qi
λi−→ qi+1

for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. A path is uniform if pol(λi) = pol(λj) for all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
A communicator is connected if for every non initial state q, there is a path from q̇ to
q. From now on, we will implicitly consider connected communicators only. A state

q is polarised if there are no a, b, q1, q2 such that q
!a−→ q1 and q

?b−→ q2. A state q is

deterministic if for all λ ∈ {!, ?} ×Σ, there is at most one q′ such that q
λ−→ q′. A state

q is k-bounded if all uniform paths (possibly cyclic) starting from q have a length less
than k. A communicator is polarised (resp. deterministic) if all its states are.

Dialogues. Communicators will be either communicating with themselves using a sin-
gle communication buffer, and then called monologues, or they will be paired with
another communicator using two buffers, and then called dialogues.
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Definition 2 (Dialogue). A dialogue is a tuple D = (Q0, Q1, Σ,Δ0, Δ1, q̇, F ) such
that (Qi, Σ,Δi, q̇, {qi : (q0, q1) ∈ F}) is a communicator for each i.

Dialogues can be used to describe the semantics of Singularity contracts, where one
communicating automaton is used to describe both sides of the conversation [12,21,23].
In this case, a communicatorM is paired with its dual, i.e. the communicator in which

each transition q
�a−→ q′ is replaced by q

�̄a−→ q′, for � �= �̄, and the final states of the
system are the pairs (q, q) of final states ofM.1 We writeM ‖M for this dialogue.

We will also use the notationM1 ‖ M2 to denote a dialogue betweenM1 andM2.

Interferences. The semantics of dialogue systems will interpret send and receive actions
as respectively pushing messages into an outgoing buffer and popping messages from
an incoming buffer. However, we will not restrict ourselves to perfect FIFO buffers, and
we will rather consider that they may be subject to several kinds of interferences from
the environment. We model these interferences by a preorder over words� ⊆ Σ∗×Σ∗

which will parametrise the semantics of dialogue systems. Intuitively, w � w′ if w
and w′ are the contents of a buffer respectively before and after being submitted to
interferences.

Definition 3 (Interference Model). An interference model is a binary relation � ⊆
Σ∗ ×Σ∗ satisfying the following axioms:

Reflexivity
a ∈ Σ

a � a

Transitivity
w � w′ w′ � w′′

w � w′′

Additivity
w1 � w′

1 w2 � w′
2

w1.w2 � w′
1.w

′
2

Integrity
ε � w

w = ε

Intuitively, these axioms capture the following assumptions on the interferences we
consider: they may leave the communication buffers unchanged, they act locally, and
they cannot fill an empty buffer. The last assumption, corresponding to the integrity
axiom, will be later clarified by the half-duplex property.

The least interference model is w � w′ if and only if w = w′; it models FIFO com-
munications, i.e. communications without interferences. Let us review some standard
forms of interferences.

Lossiness. Possible leaks of messages during transmission are modelled by adding the
axiom a � ε.

Corruption. Possible transformation of a message a into a message b is modelled by
adding the axiom a � b.

Out-of-order. Out-of-order communications are modelled by adding axioms a.b � b.a
for all a, b ∈ Σ.

Stuttering. Possible duplication of a message a is obtained by adding the axiom a �
a.a.

Some of these models can be put in correspondence with existing communication pro-
tocols. For instance, the FIFO model corresponds essentially to TCP, and the lossy

1 This is actually a slight generalisation: in Sing# contracts, final states are also terminal, and
every state leads to a final state via a special message ChannelClosed. [21]
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stuttering out-of-order model to UDP. Note that the out-of-order model corresponds to
one where buffers are just multisets, and is thus computationally equivalent to vector
addition systems with states, or Petri nets. One notable exception to our definition of
interferences is the model with insertion errors, where arbitrary messages can be in-
serted. It would be modelled by the axiom ε � a, which would not validate the integrity
axiom. We may sometimes make the stronger hypothesis that the interference model is
non-expanding, meaning that w � w′ implies that the length of w′ is smaller than the
one of w. Barring the stuttering model, all the interference models we mentioned are
non-expanding.

Configurations. Let D be a fixed dialogue. A configuration of D is a tuple

γ = (q0, q1, w0, w1) ∈ Confs(D) := Q0 ×Q1 ×Σ∗ ×Σ∗.

The initial configuration γ̇ of a dialogue D is (q̇, q̇, ε, ε); (q0, q1, w0, w1) is final if
(q0, q1) is final. We will view a configuration (q0, q1, w0, w1) as the word q0.w0.q1.w1

over the alphabet (Q0 ∪ Q1) � Σ. Similarly, a set of configurations can be consid-
ered as a language over such an alphabet. A set of configurations is regular (resp.
semi-linear) if its associated language is. For instance, the set of configurations with
empty buffers is both regular and semi-linear, whereas the set of configurations with
buffers having as many a and b messages is semi-linear but not regular. A configuration
γ = (q0, q1, w0, w1) is stable if both buffers are empty: w0.w1 = ε, a message orphan
if it is not stable and (q0, q1) ∈ F , an unspecified reception if there is i such that wi �= ε

and γ � iλ−→ for all λ ∈ {!, ?} × Σ, and a k-out-of-bound error, for k ∈ N, if the sum of
the length of w0 and w1 is greater than k.

Semantics. The transition system associated to a dialogueD for the interference model

� is defined by a binary relation
iλ−→�,D over configurations. We write

(q0, q1, w0, w1)
iλ−→�,D (q′0, q

′
1, w

′
0, w

′
1)

if and only if there is a transition qi
λ−→Mi q

′
i such that q1−i = q′1−i, and

(send case) either λ = !a, w1−i.a � w′
1−i and wi � w′

i;
(receive case) or λ = ?a, wi � a.w′

i and w1−i � w′
1−i.

Example 1. The following picture represents a dialogue and its associated transition
system in the lossy semantics.

1

2

!a?b

1

2

⇒
⇐ ?a!b 2,1,ε,ε 1,1,ε,ε

2,1,ε,a

2,2,ε,ε 2,1,ε,ε

2,1,b,ε

0!a
0!a 1?a

1!b1!b

1!b0?b

We often write
iλ−→ instead of

iλ−→�,D when � and D are clear from the context. We
write γ −→ γ′ if γ

iλ−→ γ′ for some i, λ, and we write Post∗ for the set of reachable
configurations, i.e. the smallest set containing γ̇ and such that, for all γ, γ′, if γ −→ γ′

and γ ∈ Post∗ then γ′ ∈ Post∗.
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The semantics of a monologue is defined similarly: it behaves as if it were in a
dialogue with a forwarder communicator.

A sequence of configurations (γi)i≥0 ∈ Confs(D)N is called a trace of configura-
tions of a dialogue (resp. monologue) D if γ0 = γ̇, and there is some N ∈ N ∪ {∞}
such that for all i ≤ N , γi −→D γi+1, and for all i > N , γi = γi+1 is a final con-
figuration. A finite sequence ρ =

(
(pid0, λ0) . . . (pidn, λn)

) ∈ ({0, 1} × ActΣ)
∗ is a

trace of actions of the dialogue D if there is a trace (γi)i≥0 of D such that γi
pidiλi−−−−→

γi+1 for all i ≤ n. A trace of send actions is a trace of actions where receive ac-
tions are skipped; a trace of receive actions is defined similarly. A finite sequence
c = λ0 . . . λn ∈ Act∗Σ is called a conversation of D if there is a trace of send ac-
tions ρ such that c is obtained from ρ by the substitution (0, !a) �→ !a, (1, !a) �→ ?a.
For instance, a conversation of !a; ?b; !c; end ‖ ?a; !b; end is !a.?b.!c, obtained from the
trace of send actions (0, !a).(1, !b).(0, !c), which is itself a subtrace of the trace of ac-
tions (0, !a).(1, ?a).(1, !b).(0, ?b).(0!c).(1, ?c). We write Conv(D) to denote the set of
all conversations.

Problems of interest. A safety property PD of a dialogue D is a subset of Confs(D).
We say that D satisfies PD if Post∗ ⊆ PD . A safety property is polynomial-time reg-
ular if there is a polynomial-time function that associates to each dialogue system D a
deterministic finite automaton that represents PD . Typical properties addressed by con-
tracts are polynomial-time regular safety properties: safe receptions, i.e. the absence of
unspecified receptions, orphan-freedom, i.e. the absence of messages in buffers at com-
munication closure, and k-boundedness, i.e. absence of k-out-of-bound-errors. Bound-
edness, i.e. k-boundedness for some existentially quantified k, is also a typical property
of interest, though it is not a safety property. All of these properties, as most properties
depending on control state reachability, are known to be undecidable for dialogues and
monologues in the FIFO semantics [7], and to be at least non-primitive recursive for
the lossy semantics [18,20], and at least exponential space for the out-of-order seman-
tics [11]. Finally, let us introduce two less standard properties. We say that a dialogue
is synchronous if all stable reachable configurations can be reached without visiting
a 2 out-of-bound configuration. In other words, a dialogue is synchronous if all sta-
ble configurations are reached in the synchronous semantics à la CCS; for instance,
!a; !b ‖ ?b; ?a is synchronous for the FIFO semantics (where it cannot run) but not
for the out-of-order one. Following Stengel and Bultan [21], we say that a commu-
nicator M is realisable if, considered as finite state automaton, it exactly recognises
Conv(M ‖M). For instance, !a+ !b is realisable, whereas !a+ ?b is not.

2 Contracts

Contracts are communicators with certain syntactic conditions, similarly to Sing# con-
tracts as formalised by Stengel and Bultan [21].2

2 We omit the condition on final states being terminal, reached implictly in Sing# when receiv-
ing ChannelClosed messages. Moreover, Sing# requires another condition meant to ensure
boundedness of the buffers, see Prop 1.5 below.
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∧ ¬RS ¬R ¬S ¬SC
RS − !a+ ?a C1 !a+ ?a

R C2 − C1 C2

S !a; ?b+ ?c (!a; ?c∗; !b)∗ − (!a; ?c∗; !b)∗ C1

!a ?b

?b !a
C2

!a
!a !c

?b ?b

Fig. 1. Reception-safety (RS), realizability (R) and synchronism (S) are incomparable and gener-
alise synched contracts (SC)

Definition 4 (Synched Contract). A communicator C is called a synched contract if it
is polarised, connected, and deterministic.

Contracts are a slight generalisation of session behaviours [3], often presented as terms
over the following grammar:

C ::= end | C;C | ⊕i=1,...,n!ai; Ci | &i=1,...,n?ai; Ci | X | rec X in C
We will use this notation for concisely describing a contract, sometimes omitting trail-
ing end. Note that session behaviours are contracts for which the final states are the ter-
minal states. The semantics of C is that of the dialogue C ‖ C. Unlike arbitrary dialogues,
this semantics is very regular and thus quite easy to analyse because, at any time, at least
one of the two buffers is empty, hence there is always one communicator that “follows”
the other. Let us recall some facts already mentioned in the literature [15,21,24,14,5].

Proposition 1. Let C be a synched contract. For C ‖ C in the FIFO semantics, the
following properties are true:

1. C ‖ C is reception-safe;
2. C is realisable;
3. C ‖ C is synchronous;
4. Post∗ is regular and effective;
5. C ‖ C is k-bounded if and only if all states are k-bounded;
6. if C is a session behaviour, C ‖ C is orphan-free.

Properties 1, 4, 5 and 6 are of practical interest, and point out the gap between contracts
and general dialogues: for the latter, they would be undecidable (see Thm. 1). Finding a
good notion that generalises the contracts and justifies the determinacy and polarisation
conditions first lead us to consider already discovered properties: reception-safety in
the context of semantic subtyping [3], Stengel and Bultan’s notion of realizability [21],
and synchronism [9]. A first observation is that these properties are pairwise incompa-
rable, and all strictly generalise the notion of synched contracts (see Fig. 1). A second
observation is that they are not satisfied by synched contracts for non-FIFO communi-
cations: the synched contract !a; !b ⊕ !b; ?c is neither realisable, nor synchronous, nor
reception-safe if communications are lossy or out-of-order.

We claim that a good candidate for being a “fundamental” property should satisfy
two conditions: (1) be a decidable property, and (2) for dialogues with this property,
other properties can be checked efficiently (e.g. boundedness can be checked efficiently
for synched contracts simply by making sure that every loop in the contracts contains
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det pol both
FIFO U U Yes
lossy NPR NPR NPR

(a) Has the contract only safe receptions?

det pol both
FIFO U(1) U(2) Yes
lossy NPR NPR NPR(3)

(b) Is the contract with safe receptions orphan-free?

Fig. 2. Complexity results for relaxed hypotheses. “det” = deterministic; “pol” = polarised; “U”
= undecidable; “Yes” = always true; “NPR” = non-primitive recursive.

at least one send and one receive, although synched contracts do not entail bounded-
ness directly). Despite existing works [2,4] on related but slightly different properties,
making such a call for synchronism or realizability has never been done, and it is rather
unclear whether these notions satisfy requirements (1) and (2). The third candidate no-
tion, reception-safety, is known to be undecidable for arbitrary dialogues, but Prop. 1
suggests that it could be decidable for dualised dialogues, for instance if the commu-
nicators are “almost” synched contracts. Similarly, as reception-safety plays an impor-
tant role in subtyping and in the foundations of duality [3], it could be expected that
properties such as boundedness or orphan-freedom are decidable for “almost synched
contracts” that are reception-free. This is not the case, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 1. Reception-safe dialogues M ‖ M form neither an effective class
(Fig. 2(a)), nor a class over which orphan freedom is decidable, even ifM is assumed
to be deterministic (resp. polarised), nor a tractable class ifM is a synched contract
but communications are lossy (Fig. 2(b)).

Proof. Let us give a proof sketch for the problems marked (1), (2) and (3) in Fig. 2(b).
The others are simple variants. First, let us observe that the reception-safety assumption
can be lifted: a communicator C can always be extended with a sink node handling
unspecified receptions without changing reachability issues (for instance, !a; ?b; end
would be completed into !a; (?b; end&?a; Csink)⊕!b; Csink, where Csink := (!a⊕!b); Csink).
Let us assume without loss of generality a synched contract C with a single final state
and reduce the problem to the reachability of its final state in a stable configuration
in the monologue semantics (which, based on standard results [7], is undecidable). Let
FW denote a forwarder communicator that stops when receiving a special message stop,
i.e: FW :=

(
&a∈Σ?a; !a;FW

)
&?stop; end. We then consider the following communi-

cators, respectively deterministic for (1), polarised for (2) and both for (3), where +
denotes either a non-deterministic or a non-polarised choice:

C1 := (!a; ?b; C; !stop; ?sync; !leak) + (?b; !a;FW; ?sync)

C2 := (!a; C; !stop; ?sync; !leak ) + (!a;FW; ?sync)

C3 := (!lost ; C; !stop; ?sync; !leak )⊕ (!lost ′;FW; ?sync)

Then C1 and C2 (resp. C3) leak the message leak in the dualised FIFO (resp. lossy)
semantics if and only if C reaches a stable final state in the FIFO monologue semantics.

��
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3 Half-Duplex Dialogues

Half-duplex dialogues were introduced by Cécé and Finkel in the context of FIFO com-
munications [9]; this notion captures an idea we informally mentioned for contract com-
munications, namely that two communication buffers are never used at the same time.
In other words, a dialogue is half-duplex if, at every moment, at most one of the com-
municators is allowed to send messages, like in a walkie-talkie conversation.

Definition 5 (Half-duplex property).

– A configuration (q0, q1, w0, w1) is half-duplex if either w0 = ε or w1 = ε.
– A dialogueD is half-duplex if all its reachable configurations are half-duplex.
– A communicator C is a half-duplex contract if C ‖ C is half-duplex.

Example 2. The synched contract C := !a; ?b; C presented in Ex. 1 is half-duplex for the
FIFO, lossy, out-of-order and corruption interferences, and any combination thereof. It
is not half-duplex if a or b have duplication errors. Similarly, U := (!a; !b; !c)⊕ (!b; ?c)
is a synched contract, but it is not half-duplex in the lossy semantics as U ‖ U can
reduce to !c ‖ !c.
The half-duplex property may be imposed by the communication medium (for instance,
a bus or radio communications), or it may be a design choice for optimising the imple-
mentation of a communication channel. It applies a priori to any communication model,
but it should be stressed that it only makes sense for those satisfying the integrity con-
dition of interferences: if � does not satisfy the integrity axiom, half-duplex dialogues
are communication-free dialogues. Similarly, the class of half-duplex dialogues is the
one of unidirectional communications for the stuttering model if none of the letters is
ensured to be duplication-free.

Any synched contract is a half-duplex contract for the FIFO semantics. However, as
observed in Ex. 2, this is not true for unreliable communications. Moreover, even for
FIFO communications, the converse is false: half-duplex contracts are not necessarily
synched contracts. Despite these differences, half-duplex contracts are not very differ-
ent in nature from synched contracts. For a communicator C, we write det(C) for the
communicator obtained by determinization of C as a finite state automaton.

Proposition 2. A connected communicator C is a half-duplex contract in the FIFO
semantics if and only if det(C) is a synched contract.

If we move now to unreliable communications, the connection with the synched con-
tracts becomes a bit looser, but still exhibit some remarkable similarities:

Proposition 3. Let C be a half-duplex contract. Then the following holds:

1. det(C) is polarised;
2. if � is non-expanding, then C ‖ C is k-bounded if and only if all states are k-

bounded.

These results might explain and justify some of the aspects of contracts. First, the con-
dition of polarisation seems a rather fundamental one, and is intimately related to the
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half-duplex condition. Second, the computation of the bound on the buffer’s size is al-
ways extremely simple under the half-duplex hypothesis. Third, the synched hypothesis
simplifies the check on polarisation, but it does not suffice to guarantee the half-duplex
property for unreliable communications. To make a case for the half-duplex property
rather than synched contracts, we need to address two issues:

– being half-duplex is a semantic notion hence might be complex to check, partic-
ularly in the light of the previous complexity results, whereas the syntactic synch
property can be checked linearly in the number of transitions in the contract;

– it does not prevent unspecified receptions or orphan messages, as already observed
in the introduction.

Before addressing these concerns, let us first identify which models of interferences sup-
port efficient decision procedures. We propose two notions of “reasonably simple” in-
terference models: an interference model� is regular if it is axiomatized by the axioms
of Def. 3 plus any subset of the lossy, corruption, and stuttering axiom. It is semi-linear
if it is axiomatized by such a set of axioms and the out-of-order axiom. The crucial
property of these interference models is that deciding the emptiness of ↑ L∩ ↓ L′ for
regular languages L is in P for regular interferences, and in NP for semi-linear ones.

Theorem 2. Let � be any fixed regular (resp. semi-linear) interference model. Then
the following decision problem is in P (resp. NP):

Input. A dialogueD.
Problem. Is D half-duplex?

Despite their semantic definition, half-duplex contracts are thus an effective subclass of
communicators.

Theorem 3. Let D be a half-duplex dialogue, and � a regular (resp. semi-linear) in-
terference model. Then Post∗ is regular (resp. semi-linear), and a representation of it
is computable in polynomial-time (resp. in non-deterministic polynomial time).

This result addresses the second concern: if � is a regular (resp. semi-linear) inter-
ference model then the problem of deciding whether a half-duplex dialogue satisfies
a given regular safety property (e.g. safe receptions, or orphan-freedom) is in P (resp.
NP). Boundedness is moreover in P if either the communication model is non-
expanding (by Prop. 3), or regular (by Thm. 3), and in NP for expanding, semi-linear
interferences.

We only sketch the proof of these two results. First observe that the proof argument
of Cécé and Finkel [9] does not scale to unreliable communications: it is not the case
that all reachable stable configurations can be computed by considering synchronous
executions. For instance, in the out-of-order semantics,

!a; !b; end ‖ ?b; ?a; end→∗end ‖ end
but such a reduction is not possible in the synchronous semantics. The proofs of Thm. 2
and 3 are indeed based on a different observation: the set Post∗HD({γ̇}) of configurations
reached from γ̇ by visiting half-duplex configurations corresponds to the disjunct
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⋃

γ∈Post∗HD({γ̇}),γ stable

Post∗uni({γ})

where Post∗uni({γ}) denotes the set of configurations that are reachable from γ by for-
bidding communications over one of the two queues. It can then be observed that the set
of reachable stable configurations γ appearing in the disjunct is finite (since there are
only finitely many stable configurations), but moreover computable in polynomial-time
for order-preserving unreliable communications, and in non-deterministic polynomial-
time for out-of-order unreliable communications. Finally, Post∗uni({γ}) is regular for
order-preserving unreliable communications, and semi-linear for out-of-order unreli-
able communications.

4 LTL Model-Checking

It is sometimes desirable to express temporal properties about communications3; for
instance, some works on subtyping introduce a liveness condition that is not automati-
cally satisfied by contracts [19]. In this section, we introduce two notions of LTL model-
checking against half-duplex dialogues, one based on traces of configurations, and the
other on traces of actions. We show that the former is undecidable, even for contracts,
whereas the later is decidable if only one kind of actions (either send or receive) is taken
into consideration.

4.1 Traces of Configurations

We consider formulas φ of LTL as those given by the following grammar:

P ::= 〈q, q′〉 | 〈→〉 | 〈←〉 φ ::= P | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | Xφ | φ U φ

where q, q′ ∈ Q. LTL formulas express special properties on the runs of a dialogue:
〈q, q′〉 asserts that the first configuration of a trace is in control states (q, q′); 〈→〉 (resp.
〈←〉) asserts that the first (resp. the second) queue is empty, Xφ asserts that φ is true at
the next step of the trace; φ′ U φ that φ is true after some time, and meanwhile φ′ holds.
We say that D satisfies φ if for all traces (γi)i≥0 of D, (γi)i≥0 satisfies φ. For instance,
〈←〉 U (〈→〉 ∧X(end, end)) asserts that the first party always closes the conversation
after replying once to the messages of the second party.

Theorem 4. The decision problem:

Input. A synched, half-duplex contract C with safe receptions.
Input. A formula φ of LTL.
Problem. Does C ‖ C satisfy φ?

is undecidable if � is regular (resp. semi-linear).

3 Note however that temporal properties of contracts do not necessarily translate into the same
properties for the programs they type, as the set of (projections of) runs of a program is in
general a subset of the runs of its contract.
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The proof is by reduction of the model-checking problem for monologues, which is
undecidable by standard results (for the lossy and lossy out-of-order semantics, by un-
decidability of visiting a control state infinitely often in lossy FIFO and lossy counter
machines [20], and for out-of-order semantics by undecidability of reachability in Min-
sky machines –note that 〈←〉 ∧ 〈→〉 encodes zero tests). The reduction of an instance
(M, φ) of the monologue model-checking problem to an instance (C, φ′) of the con-
tract model-checking problem uses a very simple contract C that allows to send any
message at any time, whereas the formula φ′ is a conjunct φsched ∧ φ0 with φsched forc-
ing a scheduling between the sender and the receiver that simulates the monologueM,
and φ0 replicates φ up to this simulation. Note that atomic predicates in φsched do not
talk about queue contents, thus the model-checking problem remains undecidable in the
FIFO and lossy case if predicates P are restricted to control state observations 〈q, q′〉.

4.2 Traces of Actions

We now consider LTL formulas where the atomic predicates P in the previous grammar
range over 〈pid, λ〉 ∈ {0, 1} × ActΣ and interpret formulas over traces of actions. We
say that a dialogueD satisfies a formula φ in the send (resp. receive, resp. send/receive)
semantics if all traces of send actions (resp. receive actions, resp. all actions) satisfy
φ. For instance, 〈0, !a〉 ∧ X〈0, !b〉 asserts that in all executions, only 0 sends messages,
which are one a followed by one b; in the send/receive semantics, it moreover asserts
that 1 is not receiving these messages.

Theorem 5. Let � be any fixed regular (resp. semi-linear) interference model. The
decision problem:

Input. A half-duplex dialogueD, a formula φ.
Problem. Does D satisfy φ in the send (resp. receive) semantics?

are decidable. However, this problem is undecidable under the FIFO or lossy send/re-
ceive semantics, even for synched half-duplex contract dialogues with safe receptions.

The undecidability results come from a slight adaptation of the proof of Thm. 4. The
decidability result for the send semantics is based on the following property:

Proposition 4. Let D be a half-duplex dialogue. Then the set of traces of send actions
is regular. It is moreover effective for a regular (resp. semi-linear) interference model.

On the other hand, the set of traces of receive actions is not always regular. For instance,
the set of traces of receive actions of (!a; !b)∗ ‖ ?a∗; ?b∗ for an out-of-order semantics
is {(1, ?a)n.(1, ?b)n : n ≥ 0}. For the communication models of Thm. 5, the set of
traces of receive actions is however recognisable by Parikh automata, which keeps the
model-checking problem decidable.

5 Conclusion

Related Work Channel contracts have been popularised by web services programming
languages, and influenced e.g. the Sing# programming language. The first work for-
malising the semantics of Sing# contracts as communicating finite state machines, and
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the deterministic and polarised (aka autonomous) conditions they should satisfy was by
Stengel and Bultan [21]. They focus on realizability of which they show that contracts
are a special case in the FIFO semantics. Stengel and Bultan designed the TUNE model-
checker for contracts conversations in Sing# (hence with bounded buffers) against LTL
formulas, using the SPIN model-checker as a back-end.

Some of the properties we formalised in Prop. 1 are fairly old, and to the best of our
knowledge can be traced back to the work of Gouda, Manning and Yu [15]. Cécé and
Finkel first proved the theorems of Sec. 2 in the restricted case of FIFO communications;
their proofs rely on the observation that all stable reachable configurations are reached
in the synchronous semantics as well. As we have shown, the same argument does
not hold for any interference model. Cécé and Finkel also showed the undecidability
of LTL model-checking over traces of configurations for the FIFO semantics. Their
proof technique is significantly more specialised than ours, and could not be used in
our setting (the communicators they consider are not contracts, and the proof strongly
relies on the FIFO semantics), and they do not consider traces of actions.

Some of the kinds of unreliable communications we consider, like lossiness, stut-
tering, or message corruption, have been introduced and studied by many authors (e.g.
Abdullah and Johnson [1], Purushothaman et al. [10], Mayr [18]). In these works, no
axiomatization of the interference model is proposed, as the decidability of the prob-
lems they consider depend on the particular choice of the communication model; in our
case, on the contrary, we are able to provide a generic axiomatization that makes the
proofs rather uniform.

It is worth noting that our framework is orthogonal to that of well-structured transi-
tion systems [13]: some of the preorders � that we consider are not well-quasi-orders,
and our proofs do not rely on these techniques. Our method is rather based on the idea
of regular model-checking [6,25].

Perspectives. Our main goal was to recast the theory of contracts in the half-duplex
framework, a novel contribution missed by the literature, and to emphasise the prob-
lems of effectivity while proposing a new notion of reliable contracts. We have argued
that contract communications should be seen as exactly the dualised half-duplex com-
munications; we observed that duality does not drastically reduce the complexity of
the communications, which propose an interesting alternative to subtyping. A more re-
fined analysis of the complexity of fixed properties over fixed communication models
could however show some advantages of contracts over non-dual half-duplex commu-
nications.

Beside complexity issues, the practical relevance of the half-duplex hypothesis would
probably merit a more experimental study. On the one hand, scaling this hypothesis to
multipartite sessions, if possible, is not obvious, and our results do not cover interesting
and useful parts of MSCs and multipartite session types. On the other hand, the half-
duplex property could be a quite frequent one in message-passing programming, first
of all in MPI, where non half-duplex communications are often avoided as paving the
way to head-to-head deadlocks.
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